UC/Stanford Map & Geospatial Libraries Meeting
3 September 2014; 4-6 pm
UCLA – preWAML Conference

Attendance:
  Berkeley:
  Davis:
  Irvine:
  Los Angeles:
  Merced:
  Riverside: absent
  San Diego:
  Santa Barbara:
  Santa Cruz:
  Stanford:

Accompanying documentation*

Recorder – Julie?

1. Welcome to new attendees
2. Review of Agenda – 2 min
3. Review of minutes from May 23, 2014 meeting - Brian (I added revisions noted by Lizabeth)* - 3 min
4. Update on Sanborn maps proposal with LC – Julie – 15 min
5. Update on geospatial data collection development practices survey - Susan & Brian – 10 min
6. List of Data Sets & next steps – Kim* - 10 min
8. Update on new initiatives at Stanford - Julie (Rumsey collection, etc) – 10 min
9. Update on UCSB's acquisition & processing of Fairchild Collection – Jon or Tom? - 5 min ‘
10. Other items of business – 5 min

Announcements: 5 min
1. EV GeoCloud – trial running Sept 2014 – Susan
2. Landscan 2013 renewed as Tier 1
4. Other campus news